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Chapter 1.
HPC VISUALIZATION CONTAINERS

In addition to accessing the NVIDIA optimized frameworks and HPC containers,
the NVIDIA GPU Cloud (NGC) container registry also hosts the following scientific
visualization containers for HPC. These containers rely on the popular scientific
visualization tool called ParaView.
Visualization in an HPC environment typically requires remote visualization, that is,
data resides and is processed on a remote HPC system or in the cloud, and the user
graphically interacts with this application from their workstation. As some visualization
containers require specialized client applications, the HPC visualization containers
consist of two components:
server container
The server container needs access to the files on your server system. Details on how to
grant this access are provided below. The server container can run both in serial mode
or in parallel. For this alpha release, we are focusing on the serial node configuration.
If you are interested in parallel configuration, contact hpcviscontainer@nvidia.com.
client container
To ensure matching versions of the client application and the server container,
NVIDIA provides the client application in a container. Similarly, to the server
container, the client container needs access to some of the ports to establish
connection with the server container.
In addition, the client container needs access to the users’ X server for displaying the
graphical user interface.
ParaView with NVIDIA Holodeck
Enables graphically rich scientific visualizations; bridging between ParaView and
high-end rendering engines such as NVIDIA Holodeck.
ParaView with NVIDIA IndeX
Offers the NVIDIA IndeX scalable volume rendering technology within the popular
scientific visualization tool called ParaView.
ParaView with NVIDIA OptiX
Provides GPU accelerated ray-tracing technology within ParaView; offering enhanced
visual cues and high performance rendering for large scale scenes.
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Chapter 2.
PREREQUISITES FOR HPC VISUALIZATION
CONTAINERS

‣

‣
‣
‣

Install docker-ce and nvidia-docker2. First install docker-ce, then install nvidiadocker2 for your operating system and Docker version. For a script to install nvidiadocker2, see Installing NVIDIA Docker 2.0.
If you already have nvidia-docker1 installed and intend to keep it, you can
install nvidia-container-runtime.

Install the NVIDIA Display driver version 384.57 or onwards depending on your
GPU product type and series for your operating system. For more information, see
Download Drivers.
Ensure you have an NVIDIA GPU supporting Compute Unified Device
Architecture® (CUDA) version with compute capability 6.0.0 or higher. For example,
Pascal GPU architecture generation or later.
Log into the NVIDIA® GPU Cloud (NGC) Container Registry located at nvcr.io
using your NGC API key. For step-by-step instructions on how to gain access and
get your API key, see NGC Getting Started Guide.

2.1. Installing NVIDIA Docker 2.0
The following script installs NVIDIA Docker 2.0 which is a prerequisite to pulling the
ParaView with NVIDIA IndeX HPC visualization container.
Full support for concurrent graphics and compute capabilities in containers is supported
in NVIDIA Docker 2.0. Current installations of NGC run on NVIDIA Docker 1.0. Prior to
using a container on any of these instances, NVIDIA Docker 2.0 must be installed.
Use the following script below to install NVIDIA Docker 2.0 on your instance.
# Install NVIDIA Docker 2.0
docker volume ls -q -f driver=nvidia-docker | \
xargs -r -I{} -n1 docker ps -q -a -f volume={} | xargs -r docker rm -f
sudo apt-get purge -y nvidia-docker
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Prerequisites For HPC Visualization Containers

curl -L https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-docker/gpgkey | sudo apt-key add sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/nvidia-docker.list <<< \
"deb https://nvidia.github.io/libnvidia-container/ubuntu16.04/amd64 /
deb https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-container-runtime/ubuntu16.04/amd64 /
deb https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-docker/ubuntu16.04/amd64 /"
sudo apt-get -y update
sudo apt-get install -y nvidia-docker2
sudo pkill -SIGHUP dockerd
# Tests
#docker run --runtime=nvidia --rm nvidia/cuda nvidia-smi
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Chapter 3.
PARAVIEW WITH NVIDIA HOLODECK

Currently, the ParaView with NVIDIA Holodeck container requires a running X server
both on the server host and the client host. Therefore, only a single container image is
required.
Pull the docker image on the server host and on the client host as follows:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-holodeck:glx-17.11.13-beta

3.1. Running The ParaView With NVIDIA Holodeck
Container
1.

2.

Create X-forwarding variables for your container.
XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth;
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth;
xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' | xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge
-

On the server host, start the ParaView Holodeck server:

docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
-p 11111:11111 \
--shm-size=4g \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-holodeck:glx-17.11.13-beta \
./service.sh externalvis pvserver

The Holodeck render window showing a space scene displays.
The server container is ready after you receive a message similar to the following:
3.

“Accepting connection(s): [...]:11111”

Set up X access and start the client container on the client host. Ensure you replace
your_server_hostname.
XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth
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xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' \
| xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge -docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-holodeck:glx-17.11.13-beta \
sh -c paraview\ --server-url=cs://your_server_hostname:11111

The ParaView user interface displays.
4. To enable rendering in Holodeck, replace ParaView’s default view. Remove the
default view by closing the layout:

5.

Insert a new External Visualization view:
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6.

The ParaView Holodeck container is now ready to display a visualization pipeline.
For a simple test scene, add a Wavelet Source:

7.

Adjust the Wavelet Sources extents from -60 to 60 in all three dimensions, then click
Apply:
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ParaView With NVIDIA Holodeck

8.

Add a Contour filter, then click Apply:

9.

Hide the Wavelet Source from the view to prevent the bounding box from blocking
the iso surface:
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10.

Enable rendering through Holodeck using the Enable External Visualization
button:
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Chapter 4.
PARAVIEW WITH NVIDIA INDEX

To support both X-enabled and headless hosts, the ParaView IndeX container image is
available with GLX and EGL support. The following section shows how to launch the
IndeX container with different use cases.
For more information about ParaView, see the ParaView User’s Guide and the NVIDIA
IndeX SDK.

4.1. Single-Machine With GLX
1.

2.

3.

Login to the docker repository and pull the X display-enabled container on your
workstation:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:glx-17.11.13-beta

Specify X-forwarding variables:

XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth
xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' \
| xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge

Run the image. In this example, host system data in the current directory $(pwd) are
mounted to both /work in the container. This should be modified as desired by the
user.
docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-v $(pwd):/work -e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:glx-17.11.13-beta \
sh -c paraview

4.2. Server Container With EGL
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In a typical client-server setup, one container acting as the server will run remotely on a
display-less machine, connected to a second container that runs locally on a workstation
and provides the graphical front end.
Use the following command to pull the EGL-enabled, no-display container from the
NGC registry on the server host:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:egl-17.11.13-beta

Run the server component on the server host. We listen on the default port 11111:
docker run --runtime=nvidia -p 11111:11111 --rm -it \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:egl-17.11.13-beta sh -c pvserver

4.3. GLX Client Connecting To A Server
Pull the X display-enabled container on your workstation:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:glx-17.11.13-beta

Set up X access and launch the client application container (make sure to replace
your_server_hostname with the address of your ParaView server host):
XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth
xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' \
| xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-index:glx-17.11.13-beta \
sh -c paraview\ --server-url=cs://your_server_hostname:11111

4.4. Example ParaView Pipeline With NVIDIA IndeX
1.
2.

Exit the splash screen.
To set up a test scene, add a Wavelet Source, then click on Apply.
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ParaView With NVIDIA IndeX

3.

Change the display mode from Outline to NVIDIA IndeX.

4.

Change the coloring from Solid Color to RTData.
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The result is ParaView’s Wavelet source, rendered on the server GPU by ParaView’s
IndeX library:
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Chapter 5.
PARAVIEW WITH NVIDIA OPTIX

The ParaView with NVIDIA OptiX container is designed to run ParaView as a user
normally would outside a container. The following sections show how to launch the
OptiX container with different use cases.
For more information about ParaView see the ParaView User’s Guide and the NVIDIA
OptiX SDK.

5.1. Single-Machine Container With GLX
On systems with a physical display, or when running a ParaView client, users will wish
to launch a container with GLX support. This can be done as follows.
1.

2.

3.

Pull the docker image:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:glx-17.11.13-beta

Set up X11 forwarding variables:

XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth;
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth;
xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' | xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge
-

Run the image. In this example, host system data in the current directory $(pwd) are
mounted to both /work in the container. This should be modified as desired.
docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia -v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /
tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth -e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e
DISPLAY=:0 -v $(pwd):/work:rw nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix-glxbeta:17.11.10 sh -c paraview

5.2. Server Container With EGL
Launching a ParaView server on GPU HPC resources often requires EGL support,
requiring a separate build of ParaView for which we have a separate container.
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1.

2.

3.

Pull the container:
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:egl-17.11.13-beta

Specify the connection port and launch the container as follows (in this example, we
listen on the default port 11111):
docker run --runtime=nvidia -p 11111:11111 --rm -it \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:egl-17.11.13-beta sh -c pvserver

For users who wish to run the server on a GLX-capable workstation, it is equally
possible to use the GLX image with the pvserver argument.

5.3. Running The GLX Client And Attaching To The
Server
With the server launched, it is then straightforward to use the GLX image to run a client,
and connect to the server as follows. Here we assume the server is listening on port
11111, addressable at your.server.address.
docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:glx-17.11.13-beta
XSOCK=/tmp/.X11-unix; XAUTH=/tmp/.docker.xauth
touch /tmp/.docker.xauth
xauth nlist :0 | sed -e 's/^..../ffff/' \
| xauth -f /tmp/.docker.xauth nmerge docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:glx-17.11.13-beta \
sh -c paraview\ --server-url=cs://your.server.address:11111

5.4. Optional: Using The ParaView .config File
It is helpful to reuse ParaView configuration files to maintain settings across ParaView
sessions. To do this, first create a new directory for ParaView to store its settings.
mkdir pvsettings

When issuing the docker run command, add the following command as an argument:
-v $(pwd)/pvsettings:/home/paraview/.config/ParaView

Insert the command before the image URL. For example,
docker run --rm -it --runtime=nvidia \
-v /tmp/.X11-unix:/tmp/.X11-unix -v /tmp/.docker.xauth:/tmp/.docker.xauth \
-e XAUTHORITY=/tmp/.docker.xauth -e DISPLAY=:0 \
nvcr.io/nvidia-hpcvis/paraview-optix:glx-17.11.13-beta \
-v $(pwd)/pvsettings:/home/paraview/.config/ParaView \
sh -c paraview\ --server-url=cs://your.server.address:11111
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5.5. Example ParaView Pipeline With NVIDIA OptiX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Exit the splash screen.
Click Sources > Wavelet on the top pull-down menu. Click Apply on the left pane.
Select Filter > Common > Contour from the top pull-down menu. Click Apply
again.
Select Filter > Common > Clip from the top pull down menu. Move the clip plane to
the desired position and click Apply.
Under the Plane Parameters sub-pane on the left pane, uncheck Show Plane to hide
the clip plane.
Scroll down on the left pane and select Enable OptiX.
Optional: Enable Shadows OptiX.
Optional: Enable 4 samples per pixel and 4 ambient samples in OptiX.
Optional: Click Add Light on the left pane and modify as desired.
The result should appear as follows:
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Chapter 6.
TROUBLESHOOTING

For more information about nvidia-docker containers, visit the GitHub site: NVIDIADocker GitHub.
For deep learning frameworks release notes and additional product documentation,
see the Deep Learning Documentation website: Release Notes for Deep Learning
Frameworks.
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REFERENCED IN THIS GUIDE IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” NVIDIA MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED,
STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION FOR THE PRODUCT, AND EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A
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NVIDIA’s aggregate and cumulative liability towards customer for the product described in this guide shall
be limited in accordance with the NVIDIA terms and conditions of sale for the product.
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any specified use without further testing or modification. Testing of all parameters of each product is not
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the quality and reliability of the NVIDIA product and may result in additional or different conditions and/
or requirements beyond those contained in this guide. NVIDIA does not accept any liability related to any
default, damage, costs or problem which may be based on or attributable to: (i) the use of the NVIDIA
product in any manner that is contrary to this guide, or (ii) customer product designs.
Other than the right for customer to use the information in this guide with the product, no other license,
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alteration, and is accompanied by all associated conditions, limitations, and notices.
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